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Chirs Amidon climbing rope in Arroyo
Chispa. Jim Pisarowicz.

The Sierra Poana is a mountain
range of classic karst haystack

hills. This area was one of the first
karst areas Karen Rosga and I saw
in 1986, and it convinced me that
Tabasco would be a great area to go
caving in. Previous trips to the Si-
erra Poana had mapped Cueva de
Tepezcuintle (Agouti paca) after get-
ting involved in a tepezcuintle hunt
in the cave involving spears and a
dog that had its face ripped off by
the cornered animal, the beautiful
Cueva de Arroyo Azul, and Solidad,
an impressively large cave that we
camped in when we surveyed it in
2002. Five caves were mapped in
the Poana area during this year’s
expedition: Cueva Garzas, Cueva
de Dos Bovedas, Cueva de Poana,
Cueva del Polvorín, and Cueva del
Perro Fantasmas.

Dos Bovidas had been shown to
me by Roberto Porter in 2002. I had
been contacted by an Azteca televi-
sion affiliate in Villahermosa that
wanted to interview me and other
cavers for a special about caves in

Tabasco. I asked Roberto if he knew
of a nice straightforward and easy-
to-get-to cave to use for the inter-
view. He suggested Dos Bovidas. I
later discovered that the program
made that day had won a Mexican
award.

After a traverse of a field and a
short chop up a hillside, we were at
a cave entrance, but not the entrance
to Dos Bovidas that I remembered.
There Chris, Phil, and Vickie got out
the survey gear to begin mapping,
while I searched for the entrance to
Dos Bovidas, which I found just
slightly higher in elevation and
around a rock outcrop. We called
the first cave Garzas, because all
morning Phil had been telling jokes
about cattle egrets, which are called
garzas in Spanish. Although short in
length, Dos Bovidas is a series of
very large rooms. The ceilings are
always at least 10 meters above your
head, and the rooms are well deco-
rated with flowstone, stalactites,
stalagmites, and columns. Beyond
a climbable pit at the end of the

previous Tabasco expeditions. It is
basically a through-trip through a
haystack hill. From a small entrance
on the west side of the hill, large
walking passage, a small duck-
under in the muddy middle, and
more large passage eventually lead
to a moderate-size entrance farther
north on the hill. Along the way are
a couple of small leads and some
very nice flowstone areas, with
large stalactites and columns. Chris,
Ajax, Vickie, Phil, and I mapped this
cave.

Phil spent a day climbing one of
the haystacks near Cueva de Poana
so that he could attempt to enter a
large entrance we could see about
three quarters of the way up. Be-
cause the entrance looked over-
hung, he took a rope with him so
that he could get above the en-
trance, rappel down, and swing into
the cave. He and Jesús bashed,
thrashed, and climbed their way
through the jungle, working their
way above the cave entrance. Echo-
ing around them during the climb
were the raucous calls of the zara-
guates, howler monkeys (Alouatta
palliata). After some fine exposed
climbing, Phil and Jesús were above

main passage, the cave ends
in a mud floor.

Cueva de Poana had been
visited several times during
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